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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the practicum was to instruct the

aff of East Centr l Elementary School in the basic

content of the metric system and to demonstrate some

teaching strategies for in tructing elementary studento

in metrics. A series of 6ix workshops after school on

a weekly basis was selected to accomplish the stated

objectives. A model was developed which could be useful

to other elementary .chools that want to prepare their

tea Ae_s to "think metric." Utiliz 'g two out-ide

resource con ultants, along with the principal, the

Workshop proved to be a success in to'rms of the estab-

lished objectives. However, some needed changes

pointed out in the evaluation and mod' sectlons of the

practicum.



TI NK 1 TR1C"

AN INSERV1OE PROGRAM FOR TEACHERS

Robert E. Dunbar

IN DUCTION

Every American is facing or soon will be fac ng

the task of learning to "think metric." This change

from the English system of neasurements to the metric

system of measurements appears inevitable. Despite

America's advanced technological society, conversion

will not be as easy to accomplish as some people have

envisioned. The majority of the task of teaching the

metric system to our American populace will belong

to the educational community.2 The elementary school

is typically among the first organizations in the

educational communIty to begin preparations for such

a conversion. Therefore, the training of elementary

1Principal, East Central Ele-_ n ary School, 1502 Dean
Avenue, Rome, Georgia 30L61. 300 students.

2-Philip G. Jones, "Metrics: Schools Will Be Teaching
It and You'll Be Living In--Very, Very Soon," Educatio_
Diaest 39, No. 11, November, 1973, 23.
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school teachers should be planned as an initial high

priority step in an effective metric conversion program.

As an elementary school principal/ this participant

saw an opportunity to begin the preparation of lis

school population for the metric conversion. It was

cognized that teachers need to be prepared or retrained

teach the new measurement system in such a way as to

"supplant rather than supplement' our traditional system

of measurements.3 The National Bureau of Standards

recommended a 10-year school trication calendar for

all school dist icts in 1971. The first two years of

this calendar were to be devoted to planning- training

teachers, and curriculum research. In view of this

national suggestion, the participant discussed with

his faculty the need for staff instruction in the

basics of metric content. Plans were made for a serIes

of inservice workshops to instru-t teachers in the

terminology, content and teaching etrategies of the

etric system_ Pre- and post-testing revealed an

increased knowledge of the metric system following

3Lcuis C. Fil .olger, Learning and Teaching Setric
Measurement: A Handbook for Teachers in the Elementary
and Juriicr Qh School, Danville, Illinois Interstate
PrInters and Publishers, 1974, p. 5.



instruction while teacher evaluation quest1onnaies

demonstrated increased fulfillment of teachers confi -

dence in metrics instruction.

The National Education Association has stated

that "The t aching of metrics tends to be about a

system that 'could be used' and 'some people us

instead of a system that 'we are going to

'you must learn to u.e'."4 This participant af

an extensive review of the literature and disc salon

with mathematics consultants recognized the need for

teacher training and attempted to improve teachers'

knowledge of a system which "we are going to use.

Pri rity must be given to educating all American

school children in metrics; therefore, attention Must

be paid to the ins ruction of our educators.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Du ing the 1976-77 school year, a new organiatlonal

plan is being considered at East Central for the tea hing

of math. It is envisioned that all classroom teachers

will be teaching math using a modified continuou

4Jones p. 24.
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propos. approach. In this approach, each student in

grades twee through six will report to the classroom

teacher working n arest hls math level, no matter what

grade the st dent is as.igned. All teachers will be

assigned var ous math levels, and math will be taught

at the same time in these grades. In the past, one

teacher has taught all the math in grades four through

six in a departmentalized organizational pattern.

Or

Not only is there to be a change in the math

nizational structure, but a new mathematics textbook

es will be InsItuted in grades four through six

at the beginning of the year. The new series Addison-

Wesleyts Inve School r4athematic, already in

use in grades one through three, will be imple ented

in the upper elementa y grades. The new series places

emphasis on the teach-.ng of metrics, one reason why

teachers must be trained in the area of metrics.

Having examined the status of metricr instruction

at East Central Elementary School in a somewhat cursory

fa.hion, the participant made the deci-ion to purpose-

fully discuss with East Centralls staff members their

feeling- about the teaching of Metrics and the extent

10
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to which metrIcs Instruction was being given in the

school. As a re ult of teacher feedback obtained from

individual confe ences, evaluation clas.,r om observations

and metrics survey (see Appendix A ) , the following problem

was identi d:

Teachers lack confIdence 111 the teaching of

metrics becau e of their own lack of knowledge

in the area of t= metrics system1

be most concre expressIon of the need for a w

shop to improve teache ,
knowledge of the metrics system

'd strategies for teaching metrics was pointed out in a

survey distributed among 18 staff member" in February,

1976, The percentages expressed in the following para-

graph were abstracted from this survey. It is the

opinion of the principal that tle need for a workshop is

most dra atically documented In the results of this

survey as found in Table 1.

_y per cent of the l's staff have not taken

a course in the teaching of mathematics in tie ele entary

school within the past five years. Sev ty-five per cent

of the school's instruc ional staff have not att nde

mathematics workshop within the past five years. Of the
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Percentage of teachers indicating Yes No Not A ppiieab1e

feeling of confidence in teachi iT 3D
metrics

7, Percentage of teachers feeling Yes No' N otA.11cab1e

workohop in metric instruction ET 7% I

would increase confidence in

teaching metrics



25 plr cent who have attended a math workshop, none of

the teachers indicated that the content of the math

workshops dealt significantly with metrics or the teach-

ing of metrics. Fifty-six per cent of the teachers

indicated that they had done no type of independent

professional reading in the area of metrics. Only 36

per cent of the faculty stated that they were engaged

in any form of metrics instruction in the classroom.

Seventy-five per cent of the staff gave the opinion that

netrics instruction could be integrated into other

subject areas besides math and science. A very sign fi-

cant 93 per cent of the tea-1 ers stated that they lacked

confidence In instructing students in the metrics system.

Ei h y one per cent of the staff felt that a series

inservice program would help to increase .heir own

knowledge of me

metrics.

-nd in thei4- corifidence In teaching

Since a voluntary p ogram for Amert 'Is national

conversion to metrics ues mandated by the United States.

Congress and signed into law in December, 1975, the

immediacy of th, problem of obtaining help in learning

the fundamental of metrics and the instruction of

netrics was furlier dramatized. Fi 'lay, the ertI



pracUcusn problem centered around the teachers' lack of

knowledge of the weight -ind measurement system which

they will be using in their own daily lives and will be

expected to teach to their students effectively. It

appears to be a truism that what teachers understand

and feel co fortable in teaching will be reflected in

the quality of their classroom instruction, Thus the

practicum was conceived to fill this void existing in

East Central Elementary School.

PURPOSE OF THE PRACTICUM

The purpose of the practicum was :wofold:

1. to plan, develop, and institutionali2e a

metrics workshop to instruct teachers in the

content of the metrics system and to provide

some examples of appropriate teaching strategies.

to plan and develop a model for organizing intro

ductory metrics vor-shops for teachers, to be

shared with other schools and systems.

LI ITATI ' THE PEACT1CUM

The Metr cs Workshop carried out in this practicum

did not purport to give to teachers an in-depth study of

17
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metrics, but more to tea h th m the fundamentals

metrics along with some teaching strategies for conveying

metrics to their students. As a staff, East Central's

teachers seem committed to the teaching of metrics to

their students, since now there will be adequate teach-

ing materials and up-to-date texts which present metrics,..,..

No attempt, however, will be made to evaluate specifically

the manner in which each teacher accomplishes the teaahin

of metrics to her students.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

HIstoric Background of the t1etricSystern

By the late Middle Ages, a complex assortmen

measurement systems was in use throughout Europe. Arbi-

trary units such as the span, palm, and cubit were used

as units of measurements. A rebirth of scien ific

interest in France between the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries laid the foundation for the metric system. A

final impetus for the reform of the system of measurement

came at the time of the French Revolution. Wide vari-

ations existed in measurements. and all reminders of this

feudal system and of kings were to be discarded.

In 1790 13e French Academy appointed several
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committees to investigate weights and measures reform.

Change to a new system WLS to be made with serious

regard for the future. Three overall principles were

considered in drawing up a new system of measurements:

1. The standard unit of length should be
based on some unchanging, absolute
standard found in the physical universe.

2. The basic units of length, volume, and
weight should be directly related to
each other.

The multiples and subdiv s-ons of the
standard,units should be decimally
related.?

The French Academy committees speci'ied the units

f length should be equal to one ten-millionth of a%

arc representing the distance between the North Pole

and the equator. The standard unit of length was to be

called the metre (meter) -erived from the Greek metron,

meaning a measure." The idea of having the standard

of length on some position of the earth, along with its

decimalization, waa first proposed in 1670 by Gabriel

Mouton, the vicar of St. Paul's Church in Lyon. For

this reason, historians have settled on Mouton as a

.5Arthur. E.
--Future?"
1973 315:

Hallerber 'The Metric System: Past* Present
The Arithnietic Teachers 20, No. 4, April,



founding father' of the met stem.6

12

Prance officially adopted the metrIc system in

1795. Its use was mandatory, but not strictly enforced,

for the new system did not meet with immediate approval.

Other European countries were invited to Paris in 1798

to learn of the system sc that it might be adopted as an

international standard. The educational impact of this

effort was to be felt at a later time as gradually most

of the major European nations adopted the metric system.

As of the beginning of the twentieth century, Britain

and the United States were among the only leading indus-

trial nations of the world not to have adopted the metric

system.

Aanly recent): have the nations of the British

Commonwealth begun to convert. Britain began its me -

cation program in 1965, while the South African govern ent

decided to convert in 1966. Australia and NeW Zealand

began their programs in 29701 with Canada as last to

announce its decision to convert in 1971. Progress in

conversion is slow as the countries attempt to attain
..=15151im

6Gary G. Bitter, Jerald L. MiXesell, and Kathryn Maurde
Activities Handbook Lor rJeac1in the Metric S stem, Bost n:
ER-YE-and Bacon, 197 P.

20



their goals for conversion. With the ultimate conversion

of the United States to the metric system, the French

Academy's goal will be attained--the adoption of the

metric sstein as an international standard.

Amer- a's Conversion to the Metric S-stem

e United States, the argument over whether

the metric system should be adopted as the single

official system of weights and measures is perhaps one

of our longest continuing controversies. At the same

time that France was studying the metric system Thomas

Jefferson then Secretary of State, wrote a report for

Congress on the need for modernization of weights and

measures. Jefferson's plan involved units of measuremen

based on the decimal system and units dire,tly related

to each other. His recommendation was not accepted and

the adoption of met ics was not considered again until

the early 1800's.

1816, President Madison requested Secretary of

State John Quincy Adams to prepare a new statement on

weights and measures. Upon this requests Adams issued

an exhaLstive report in 1821 on the subject, lIsting the

advantages and disadvantages of both the English and the
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metric syst ms to the United States at that time, Adams

recommended retention of the English system by th- United

'States which precluded further consideration 0r the

metric system for another 40 years. Then in _966 Congress

passed an act making it lawful to use the rnetri a system

for transaction of any business in the United States. As

of this time use of the zietric zytern was not mandato

but it was anticipated that in a sho t perlod a further

act would set the date for Its excIuclve adoption.,

Follwing this legi.lation, un il the early 1960's

was little real:progress toward metri tit= in the

United States, as the metric issue became a 1 le ged

public controversy. In the late 1 60-s and early 19 0

bills to force the United States to convert were

duced to-Cengress, but passage was continually 1oc1ced,

Then in 1968 the Metric Study Act became Law, providing

for a three year pretTsm to de- :m..,ne the impact

increasifig' he use of the metric system. The report

recommended that the "Ulited Stbtes change to,the In e,

national netric

that Congres, after deciding on a nlan for the

establish a tarpct late 10 iears ahead, by which

the United tttes vIll htvo become, p edo7dnatelym

(e._iberately cnd carefully and

thougn



not exclusively, ie r c.
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Since 1971, there have been several attempts to

t federal legislation to establish a national me

conversion board. The Metric Conversion Act of 1972

passed the United States Senatej but failed to have

action taken on it in the Hou e and was therefore,

defeated. A bill establishing national policy in metric

education did become law in 1974. The law stated that:

It is the policy of the United States to
encourage educational agencies and insti-
tutions to prepare students to use the
metric system of measurements with.ease
and facility as a glart of the regu ar
education program.°

The Metric Conversion Act of 1975, signed into law

-on December 22$ 1975, established a national policy of

United States conversion and a United States Metric

Board coordinate and assist the voluntary, gradual

increasing use of the metric system. Now under the

direction of the United States r4e trio Board, the Unl

7Claire
U. S. Co

Geier, etric
yersion, Library o_ Cor

Rescaroh Service, February, 197

8Albert B. Ohalupsky and Jack J. Crawford, "Preparing the
Educator to Go Metric," Phi Delta Kappan, 57, No. 4,

December, 1975, 263.

o ht- and easures:
CongressiOnal

P.

23
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States is officially committed in following the directives

of the 1971 Metric Studyto convert to the metric system

through a voluntary, coordinated national program.

2.2asttraasAinietrics_stem
America's conversion to the metric system

inevitable with the passage of the Metric Conversion

Act of 1975. Now the United States is no longer concerned

with the question as to "when' conversion will occur. It

is now a question of "where" and "how.'' The brunt of ,he

task of converting to,the metric system will belong to the,

educational community, for the schools are largely where"

conversion will be learned. The 1971 National Bureau of

Standards study recommended ,a coordinated national program

to set about deliberately and carefully changing to the

metric system. Among these recommendations was one which

has great impact on education: "That early priority be

given to educating every Ameri an schoolchild and the

public at large to think in metric terms."9 The proper

education of students is the most important factor for

a successful conversion.

9Fred J. Helgren, "Schools are Going Metric,
Arith etic Teacher, 20, No. 4, April, 1973

24

The
11.



Congress' metric message to the educational c mm n

as implied in thi it d4 o Start then to convert

local educational programs. A 10 year school metrication

calendar issued to all school districts identified the

first two years to be involved in 'planning, training

uteachers, and curriculum research. 10 Teachers will

-Y2

need to be prepared or retrained to teach,the new measure-

ment system. It is estimated that 8-15 hours of inservice

training would suffice teachers for going metric.11 A

basie introduction to metrics is essential,'for teachers

must know and understand metrics themselvesbefore they

can teach it to children. They do not however, have

to learn eve ything about the system in order to begin

teaching the basic fundamentals.

Elementary school teachers will require the mos

intensive training. 12 Early elementary teachers must be

especially familiar with the metric system for it is

imPortant not to confuse beginners with the two system

measurement. Inservice training activities can be

1°Jone p. 24.

11U. S. Department of Commerce U. S. Ee i Stud
Interim Re ort--Education National bureau of Sta
pecial Publication 345-

Government Printing Offi--

12 p. 50.

Washf.n ton, D. C.: U.

1971 p. 49.

2
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carried out in a number of ways. Programs for inservice

can be completed in pre-planning days, during teacher

work days, weekend workshops, or through television

instruction. Time available for these activities is

small, however, and often, most instruction occurs in

after-school sessions. Resource people for inservice

training may include supervisors, college professors,

or consultants. Despite the details of setting up

teacher workshops in metric education, it is essential

that the:

. . emphasis should lie in the strategies
and tactics for teaching measurement in
early and later elementary years, and in
achieving at least the beginnings 9f an easy
familiarity with the metric units.13

The strategies for teaching metrics are learned as

the teachers experience metrics in the workshop situation.

"Training should be similar to that which we hope

teachers will use with their students, as teachers

14generally 'teach as they are taught' .11 The essential

component of teacher training workshops is that the

material stimulate the participants and give them

13Ibid., p. 53.

14Ibid., p. 116.

26
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something to take home to teach to others. Teachers

must "learn by doing" and experience the measuring

activities themselves. Planning for teacher training

should include projects and activities that call for

estimation and measurement. In this way, teachers

are at ease wi h measurement in the metric system and

their students will, in turn, find it simple.

Teachers have a large responsibility in instructing

our nation's youth in the new measurement system. Only

by experiencing the measurement system themselves can

they attempt to instruct students. This experience can

be attained through teacher-training activities.

Teachers cannot afford to delay the duty of teaching

children for tomorrow s metric world. "Teachers must

assume the obligation to prepare themselves their

pupils and subsequently, the public, to meet our

country commitment to go metric."15

Strategies for Teaching_the_Ma ric System,

In metric conversion, the United States occupies a

unique position in recent history. We are well behind

15Lottie Viets "Experiences for Metric M ssionaries,
The Arithmetic Teacher, 20, No. 4, April, 1973, 315.

27
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other countries in the adoption of the metrIc measure ent

system. ThIs tardine _ provides at least one benefit,

for it permits the United States to profit from the

experiences of other nations in their expe iments in

changing measurement systems. America can benefit from

the resulting educational problems encountered when such

countries as Australia, Britain, New Zealand, and Canada

converted.

Classroom practices and teaching strategies are

proposed for the successful instruction of elementary

students. Some of these are based upon the experiences

-f other nations' educators, while other strategies are

espoused by educational agencies such as the National

Education Association and the National Council of Teachers

of Mathematics. At the top ofthe list of suggested

teaching strategies is the idea that concepts of metrics

should be taught through the use of metrics.16 Students

should be actively involved and learn to use the new

measurement system in meaningful experiences. Student&

will learn best if they are not "taught" but are allowed

to experience the new system. Teaching should stress a

16Heigren, qp. 311.

28
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"bands-on experience" approach in which students work

individually or in small groups.

"Hands-on experiences" should focus on measurement,

letting the students practice in estimating and then

measuring.
17 Too often the study of measurement has

consisted solely of written work. Lack of attention

to activities encouraging thinking and estimating in a

measurement system Made study dry and dull for pupils.

Therefore, to motivate students in learning a new

measurement system teachers must focus on measurem n

activities.

The metric system can seem so di :icult if instruc-

tion deals with the full range of units such as the

deciliter or the dekaliter. The gene al public only

needs to know the following metric units: meter,

kilometer, centi-eter, milliliter, liter, grams kilogram

and ton.18 These units will suffice for 90 per cent of

17Marilyn N. Suydam, "Metric Curriculum: Scope, Sequence,
and Guidelines," in A Metric Handbook for Teachers, J. L.
Higgins, ed., Reston, Virginia: National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, 19740 p. 81.

18
John L. Teirer, "Now Is a Good Time to Get Started in

Metrics," Industrial Education, 64 No. 6, September,
1975, 32.

29
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the public's needs. The-efore, teach only what the

student needs to know--do not overteach.19

AmericaL1 students and teachers are faced with the

dilemna of living with two measurement systems. For

the time being, students will be living in a non-metric

world, while learning the metric system in school.

Ideally, instruction would occur when metrics has been 1g

totally adopted, but we must begin now in instructing

metrics. Thus, students must now be taught the metric

system as another measuring system.

Students should be instructed in the-metric system

as the first measurement system. It is important that

they learn to think in terms of the metric system itself.

They must learn to estimate, measure, and think intu-

itively within the metric system. Then, as long as the

United States exists under two measu_ement systems,

students can be taught simple comparisons of equivalent

measures in the customary syste- 20 For example, a

liter is sl ghtly larger than a quartr a meter slightly

4s9Ibid.

20Bitter- p. 14.
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longer than a yard. This will be helpful, bUt in no

case should one stress conver_ ion exercises.21 The

student must learn to think in the metric system, and

not depend on converting metrIc units to familiar

English units. Dual labels only complicate and block

new learning. As a teaching tactic, one must constantly

keep this in mind, for conversion can seriously impede

instruction.

For the teacher who is in erested in a learning

center approach to metrics instruction, games can be

of great benefit, 22 Games can be operated independent

of direct teacher control, allowing the teacher to_ do

individual work with other children. Metric games

provide teachers with specific activities for pupils

who do not respond to more typical types of instruction.

Games can be used with verbally un killed students or

students who are not challenged in the classroom and

tend to become bored with the regular classroom routine.

Metric games can be easily reproduced from various

21Suydam, p. 84.

22Cecil R. Trueblood and Michael Szabo, " rocedures for
Designing Your Own Metric Games fer Pupil Involvement,"
The Arithmetic Teacher, 21, No. 5, May, 1 74, 404.
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sources or designed by the individual teacher.

Teachers will continue to be challenged as they

attempt to instruct students in the metric system while

living in a non-metric society. Such instruction can

be done, however, as evidenced from England's conversion

experience. Britain is still struggling in its effort

to go fully metric, yet one observer noted that any

Englishman-with difficulty simply needs to grab a near-

by 10 year old child. 23 The children have no trouble

understanding metrics with Britain's entire educational

system now metric.

In conclusion, the following strategles can be

kept in mind as the teacher Instructs students in the

use of the metric system:

1. Teach students to "think metric."

Focus instruction on estimation and measurement.

Stress "hands-on experiences."

Do not stress conversion; suggest only approxi-

mation between English and metric systems.

Teach only those metric units students need to

know.

3"Bri ain's Metric Woes: Lesson for U. S.," U. S. News
and World Report, 80, No. 19, May 10 1976 4
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CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE SOLUTION

It Is less than reasonable to expect teachers to

in-truct students In an area as current and important

as metrics without providing them with some formal

instruction in metrics and accompanying teaching

strategies. The participant felt that conducting a

ries o-f programs and workshops in the area of metrics

would help to incre--e teachers' knowledge in this

area.

As the metrics workshops were planned, there were

three main objectives:

1. To upgrade (increase) teachers' basic knowledge

of the content of the metric sy-tem.

2. To introduce some appropriate strategies for

teaching metrics in the elementary school.

To increase the teachers' feelings of confider e

in instructing students i- the metric system.

East Central Elementary is the only school in the

school system to have planned such inservice programs in

metrics. Principals were informed of the workshops, and

some principals did indicate an interest but stated their

teachers had been too involved.in the Southern Association
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sel -study to undertake any addi.ional workshops,during

the 1975-1976 school year. Some principals also indi-

cated an interest in the results of our workshops. The

Model for Developing an Introductory Metrics Workshop

will be shared with the principals in hopes of encourag-

ing workshops other elementary schools.

EXECUTING T E PRACTICUM

DeterminIng _the Need

In planning inservice activities for the East

Central Elementary School staff, the participant's

previous experience has demonstrated to him the

importance of the staff support. Teachers may be

compelled to participate in workshops such as East

Central's Metrics Workshop but often their enthusiasm

support, and interest are increased when they have

played a role in deciding what types of workshops a_e

needed and planned.

Through info.-mal conversations discussions and

-evaluation sessions with the teachers, the principal

learned from several teachers that they lacked confi-

dence and felt uncomfortable in attempting to effectively

teach metrics to their students. In the newly adopted

34
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math textbook in grades one through three, Addison-

Wesley's Tnvestizating School MathematIcs, metrics and

metric terms are used, and many teachers were not

familiar with these terms. Teachers had become a are

of metrics since the ncw textbooks did pay considerable

attention to metrics. Even more important is the fact

that emphasis is_placed on metrics in the new math texts

for grades four, five, and six, which will be introduced

during 1976-1977.

Principal Dunbar made the deci ion to survey the

entire East Central staff concerning metrics with the

purpose of determIning the actual need for an inservice

program in metrics. (See Appendix A.) As a result or

this survey the decision was made to pursue plans for

a metrics workshop for the purpose of instructing all

teachers and staff members in metrics. (See Table 1 for

survey results )

The survey indicated that more than 50 per cent of

the school's staff members had not participated in a

mathematics education course or workshop within the past

five years, nor had they done any professional reading

on the subjact of metric- A highly significant 93 per
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cent indicated that they did not feel confident in

-instructing elementary students in metrics, and more

than 80 per cent felt that a series of inservice

programs on the subject of metrics would help them to

gain confidence in the teaching of metrics.

ApproYal.
-

Approval for the metrics inservice program- was

received from the;school system superintendent and

curriculum director. Superintendent Jesse C. Laseter

interrogated the participant completely on the need

of such a workshop, the cost for consultants and

materials, and the timing of such a workshop since t e

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS)

Visiting Committee would be present during April, 1976.

rs. Laseter questioned the wisdom of beginning such a

series of inservice programs since teachers had been

required to take on such a heavy load during the year

in preparation for the Visiting Committee. Mr. Laseter

did approve the workshop, and he agreed that the school

system would pay for the expenses of an outside consult-

ant since the Rome City SChool System does not have a

math or science consultant on its staff. Mr. Sam

McCain Curriculum Director, sanctioned the workshop
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and had originally planned to participate hiniseif, but

systemwide accreditation and other priority tasks

precluded his being present at the sessions.

Selection o

Immediately on recei ing approval from the Superin-

tendent to pay f_ ' the consultant, the search began for

such a qualified individual. The first person to be

considered was Dr. Frances Thompson, who is math consult-

ant for the Northwest Georgia Cooperative Educational

Services Agency (NW Georgia CESA) an agency funded

through the Georgia DepartMent of Education.

Dr. Thompson was contacted and asked to serve as

the director and resource person for the 1etrtc5 Workshop.

She agreed to accept this role and to try to plan her

schedule so that she would be available to conduct her

portions of the workshop on her own time. Since the

Rome City School System does not participate in CESA,

she would not be allowed to serve the Rome City Schools

during her regularly schedu-ed duty day as consultant

for the NW Georgia CESA.

Dr. Thompson received her BS degree from Abilene

Christian College, her EA degr e from the University of
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Texas and her Ed.D. in ma hematics education from the

University of Georgia. Lhe has served as the math

consultant for the NW Georgia CESA for approximately

three years and she enjoys an excellent reputation in

mathematics education in northwest Georgia. She did a

brief series of mathematics inservice programs for the

East Central staff during 1974-1975, and the s aff

worked well wIth her at that time.

An additional resource person, Miss Betty Roe, was

selected by the principal and Dr. Thompson to aid with

the Metrics Workshop. Miss Roe, math teacher at West

Rome High School, was recommended to lend assistance to

the East Central Workshop. During the Spring Quarter,

1976, Miss Roe had planned a senior high level math

'quarter course in metrics at West Rome High School.

Principal Charles Hudson was aware of her plans and

recommended Miss Roe, a Berry College graduate.,

Since Dr. Thompson was avaIlable for two inservice

programs she suggested that Miss Roe be asked to

Present a ses ion. After diScussing the possibilities

with Miss Roe in early Na eh, 1976, it was decided that

Miss Roe would present a session on metric prefixes, the
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linear aspects of metrIcs3 and demonstrate some activities

and worksheets which she had used and was planning to use

in her senior high course.

Selection of Wokshos erla

An Important part of this practicum was the sele tlon

and purchase of the necessary materials to be used in the

Workshop and for subsequent use by East Central teachers

as they plan and instruct their students. Dr. Thompson

served as the resource person in recommending these

materials which would be considered basic materials any

elementary school should have in order to teach metrics.

Dr. Thompson did not recommend the purchase of any

teaching kits Initially until all the basics had been

purchased.

The principa.l had reviewed books and articles in

p anning for theWorkshop, and he made the decision to

order several of these. At least two salesmen gave the

principal some free teaching materials specificallr a

set of metrics ion masters and a teacher's edition of a

student metric text. Congressman Larry P. McDonald, on

request from the principal, sent some pamphlets and

other materials which he obtained from the U. S. Gove n ent
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The following lists contain those materials, either

purchased or received free, that were used in the Workshop:

Instructional Supplies

2 Vertical Metric Tapes
1 Think Metric Personal

Scale
2 Simple Scales
2 Metric Stacking Masses
2 Graduated Liter Pitchers
2 Wooden Centimeter Rulers

1 Trundle Wheel
1 Bar Mass Set
12 Maple 'Meter Rulers
1 'Balance Scale
20 Individual Student Celsius

Thermometers
1 Celsius Lab ThermoMeter

Charts

The Metric System. Dansville, New York:. Instructor
Publications, Inc., 1976.

Duplicating Masters

Nichols, Eugene D., et.a1.4 Metrication Masters, New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston; 1974.

Pamphlets

Geier, Claire R., Metric System of Weights and Measures:
United States Conversion, Washington, D. C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1976.

U. S. Department of Commerce, Brief History of Measurement
Systems, Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printihg
Office, 1972.

Teacher Resource! Books

Bitter, Gary G., et al., Activities Handbook for Teachin
the Metric System, Boston: Allyn and bacon, 1976.

.Haugaard, James C., et al., Fun and Games with Metrics,
Englewood Cliffs; Prentice-Hall, 1974.'

40



2 The Metric S stem Student Book) Teacher
tdition, Merao 1Daz+; alifornia: A dison-Wesley
Publishing Company, 1974.

Trueblood, Cecil R., Metric Measurements: Activities
and Bulletin Boards, basvI1Ié,NeU York: Instructor
Publications, Inc., 1973.

U. S. Department of Commerce, U.._ S. _Metric:Study.
Interim. Report-Education, WashIngtn D, C. U. S.
GOVerhMent Printing-Offite, 1971.

See Appendix D for a list of all metric materials

available to teachers in the East Central Elementary

School and Rome City Schools Materials Center.

Plans and Schedules or Workshop Programs

Principal Dunbar consulted other authorities in

the metrics area as plans were being made for the Work7

shop sessions. Mrs. Clare Nesmith, math consultant for

the Georgia Department of Education, offered her sugges-

tiona in a conversation. Mrs. Nesmith gave her hearty

endorsement to Dr. Frances Thompson as being an outstand-

ing resource person. Mrs. Nesmith told the participant

that the Georgia Department of Education had not made any

concrete plans to deal with metrics in the state

curriculum guides beyond the references to metrics made

in the 1971 editions of the math guides. According to

Mrs. Nesrnith, a Georgia Metrication Committee, which has

41
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been appointed, will begin official meetings in January,

,1977, to plan the institationalization program for

metri s in all of Georgia's schools. No target date has

been aet as to when metrics education will become a

reality for all of Georgia's students.

Mrs. Joyce White, -ath supervisor for the Cobb

County, Georgia, Public Schools in a conversa ion- with

the participant, stated that she had conducted several

one ,or two-hour workshops in Cobb County's elementary

sthatirt. -Thdt6 workshoP-s, howevir, were done only on

request by principals. Cobb County.is a metro Atlanta

county, with a school district population of more than

50,000. In her workshops, Mrs. White had apparently

presented more conversion activities from English to

metrics than had been suggested in the literature.

White did inform the -iarticipant that her system had

been able to fund several metrics kits for their schools

from federal monies. She recommended that the Rome

School S-stem purchase at least one complete metrics kit

for its central Materials Cente

An interesting sidelight gained from Mrs. White

indicated that s_ ie Cobb principals were receiving some

4 2
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resistande to conversion to metrics from parents. A

Axoup- of parents had complained that teaching metrics

was nothing more than another educational bandwagon,

an4 that its sole-purpose was ta take parents minds

away from the "new math" controversy.

As previously stated, because of Dr. Thompson's

busy schedule and our school's limited financial

-resources it was decided that the principal, along

with Mies Betty Roe, would conduct several of-the--

-----Workshop-seesionsT-----Dm Thompson vet-Print al-Dunbar-

for two hours on Wednesday; March 17, 1976, to discues -

'the precise plans for the Workshop programs and to

finalize the dates for each session.

The following Workshop dates, programs, and leaders

wer6 planned:

Session Date Program Leader

1 Wednesday Pre-test and Ellis Dunbar
4/7/76 Orientation
3:00 p.m. Brief metric history

U. S. Conversion to
metrics

Advantages and disadvan-
tages of metrics

2 Wednesday Eye Gate Filmstrip, Ellis Dunbar
4/14/76 elose'hi-

AIMS 16Min-filni,-A_Metric
America

Di cussion of films

43
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Session

3

Date Pro ram Leader

Wednesday
4/21/76
3:470 p.m.

Lecture: Uses of
metric system,
metric prefixes

Handout: All You Will

Pass Roe

Need to_Know About
Metrics

Appropriate Linear
activities and
wbrksheets

4 Wednesday
-5/5/76
3:00 p.m.

Lecture on mass,
volume, and tempera-
ture

Dr. Thomps-n

Appropriate "hands on"
activities and each-
ing strategies

5 Wednesdkr
5/12/76
3:00 p.m.

Summary and remarks
concerning previous
week's activities

Dr. Thompson

"Hands on" activities
and metric teaching
strategies

Wednesday Post-test, evaluation Ellis Dunbar
5/19/76 Discussion of Workshop
3 00 p.m. Principal's statement of

appreciation to .

faculty

A more detailed summary of each of the six workshop

sess ons Is found in Appendix E.

Developing_the_Model

Based on a suggestion by Professor Melvin H.,Tenn

Nova Practicums Reviewer- a model was developed which

could aid other schools interested in planning a metr

4 4
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workshop. Developed almost entirely after the East

Central Metrics Workshop had been completed, the model

incorporates all of the features of the Workshop with

Some minor modifications (see Appendix 3).- The five

main sections of the model are:

.I. Organizational steps in settthg uP a metrics
inservice program

11. List of basic metrics measu ement materials

III. List of metrics consultants

IV. _Samples of suggested teaching/learning
activities_

Selected metrics reading materials.

Since metrics education will become an important

curriculum topic for more and more elementary teachers,

this model can serve as a springboard for area schools

to plan and develop their own inservice programs based

on the model.. An individual school or group of schools

would necessarily have to tailor the model to meet their

needs, but the list of basic materials needed in any

elementary school and the.list of activities, games, and

professional readings should prove valuable to almost

any elementary or junior high (middle) school teacher

interested in teaching metrics. Some of the activities

would have to be modified to meet the needs of priMary



or junior high age students.

The activities and teaching ideas contained.in the

model are primarily those suggested ty the Works_op

consultants and used in the Workshop. There are other

activitieS that- could be easily_substituted. -Since

more and more- publishing and audio-visual companies are

flOoding7the market with metrics teaching materials,

there is an adequate, variety from which to chOose. It

should be noted here that it is cheaper to purchase the

-.--b astc--me-tries tes-chIng- mat erIatltsted in the -model--

individual ly rather than buying a prepared teaching kit.

The consultant and principal verified this information

as plans-were made for purchasing the needed teaching

materials. Dr. Catherine M. Maney (a Nova graduate)

did some excellent evaluations of metrics materials in

her Maxi II practicum, An Effort to Produce a Recommended

MIdlelgtmEa_s_ft2m_East Central Worksho

There were six inservice programs in the East Central

Work hop; however, only four sessions are suggested in

the model. If properly organized, sessions one and two

could be combined, and the filmstrip on Joseph Louis

4 6
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LaGrange could be eliminated. Also the post-test and

evaluation portions of the Workshop could be incorpo-

rated into the final session instead ofhaving a

special sessionfor these items. If teachers are

expected to attend'inservice programs such as these

after the school day is completed on a weekly basis

four sessipns seems more feasible than six.

Exportig the_Model

The participant plans to present an abstract of

the model at the Annual Administrative Workshop for

the Rome City Schools during early August 1976. The

suggestion will be made then that consideration be

given by the school sys em to the possibility of

training elementary and,junior hi-h school principal8

as a group and encouraging them.to -ork with their

staffs. The participant also plans to present the

model at the September or October meeting of the

Seventh District Elementary Principals an organiza-

tion which he serves as president. A copy ofthe

model will bemade available to principals who are

.interested.

4 7



EVALUATI ON

Evaluation of the Workshop Schedule

The East Central Metrics Workshop was composed

of six afternoon sessions, which lasted a total of

approximatelY seven and one-half hours. As recommended-

in the model, the numbers of sessions and hours should

be reduced by combining sessions one and two into one

sessions and five and 'six into one session. The

filmstrip, _-seph.Louis_LaGrang9, should be substituted

with another historical filmstrip or completely elimi-

nated. ,It did not serve=its intended purpose of

presenting a brief metric hi tory.

It Is s ggested that if po sible, workshop sessions

begin at the start -f the school year, and be held

during pre-planning days. If this could be accomplished,

a four to six hour workshop on one day could prove

satisfactory. The only drawback to this plan is that

workshop participants would not have sufficient time

to study the content of the workshop to determine if

there were mIsunderstandIngs and large gaps in their

metrics knowledge.



If it Is necessary to plan after school workshop

.sessions give teachers Ithe schedule as far ahead as

possible. Using the regularly scheduled staff meeting

day, and in a couple of instances trying to include

faculty meeting agenda Items and the workshop agenda,

proved to be less than satisfactory. Teachers are

willing to stay other days if they are given ample

warning.

EAraluLttlijaa_te
In order to determine the degree of mastery of

metric system content pre- and post- ests were admin-

istered to the Workshop participants. The same mastery

test was used for both pre- and post-testing (see

Appendix F). The mastery test was derived largely from

a sample metric mastery test in Activities Handbook for

Te_t_c4Ani-S_tb,emet.ric_Syqtem.24
The sample test was not

used in its entirety, for several questions in the

sample tested information not given in the sessions of

the East Central Metrics Workshop. Only those questions

which would 'measure information as presented to the

participants were included on the mastery test.

2 4Bitter p. 337.

49
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e pre- and pos ests we e designed to include

questions to measure: hibtory he metric system

linear measure, volume measure, weight measure.,

temperature measure, and knowledge of prefixes. No

instruction was given on conversion from English to

Metrics; therefore, no questions on conversion were

included in the pre- and post-tests.

The pre-test was administered to 18 participants

during session of the Workshop. The number

of participants fluctuated in each session as student

teachers joined or left the group and as teachers were

absent. Fifteen individuals were present for all six

sessions and were administered the post A

comparison of the pre--and post-testing was made on

the 15 participants who were present for the entire

Workshop (see Table 2).

Table 2 presents a comparison of pre- and post-te

for the 15 participants. Staff members were .assured

of their anonymity In the publication of this report

thus names were omitted. Seven participants made a

perfect score (100%) on their post-tests. The lowe t

score on the post-test was 76 per cent of the answe s

50
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TABLE

Comps'. son of Pre- and Post-Testing

East Central Elezentary School

143

Pci centa:e o Answers Correct Percentage of
Increasere-Test

A 72% 95%

B. 19% 100%

14% 100%

4% 76%

0

23%

81%

86%

72%

57% 90%

85% 95%

28% 95%

14% 100%

47% 81%

47% 85%

24% 100%

28% 100%

62% 100%

43% 100%

51

43%

33%

10%

67%

86%

34%

38%

76%

72%

38%

57%
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correct; yet his individual teacher had improved her

ore from a pre-test score of four per cent of the

answers correct. The average percentage of increase

between the pre- and post-tests results was 54.4 per

cent with the highest percentage of increase being

86 and the lowest percentage of increase being 10 p

cent. These post-test results showed a generally high

level of performance on.content mastery on the part

of the W rkshop participants.

Evaluation Clues ionnaire

A summative evaluation-questionn i_e was administered

during the. final Workshop session to all teachers and

student teachers who had participated in the Workshop (see

Appendix G). The questionnaire was drawn up by Principal

Dunbar to try to determine whether or not the Workshop

had met its primary objectives as far as the teachers

were concerned.

To encoUrage freedom of expression, teachers were

asked not to put their names on their questionnaires.

Resu1ts of the questionnaire are presented in Table 3.

All questionnaIre respondents indicated that they

were encouraged to read more professionally in the area

52



TABLE 3

Metrics Workshop Evaluation

AL RES

MOBER RESPONSES YES NO

I Will the information and ideas you

received from the Metrics Workshop

help you in your plans to teach

metrics next year? 15 IT1

Will you be encouraged to read more

pnfessionally in the area of netrics

as a result of the Metrics Workshop? 15 10%

3, Do you feel more confident about

teachiag metrics as a result of the

Metrics Workshop? 15 8C4 14

4 Were the presentations related to the

Metrics Workshop effective? (filml

filmstriN lecturel hands-on activitiesi

aad demonstrations)

5, Would you be willing to attend a more

in-depth Metrics Workshop at Berry

College or elsewhere as a result of your

introduction to metrics at our school? 15 60 27%

51



6 What aspect of the Metrics Workshop

vas MOST valuable?
experiments In estimation

demonstrations of games and

activit;es

Dr, Thompson's lessons

7 Vhat aspect of the Metrics V rkshop
vas LEAST valuable?

8 Vhat suggestions can you make for

improving a Metrics Workshop such as
this one? (in the event another

school wanted to organize a workshop?

filmstrips lecture

workshop should be carried out at

beginning of year

different meeting tine than on

same day as faculty meeting
need for suggested

reading material
on sub,lect

need for home exercises to be

ehecited together
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of metrlcs (question 2)2 and all respondents felt that

the presentation sessions we e effective (question 4).

Eighty-seven per cent (13 per cent did hot respond t

the question ) felt that the information and Ideas

presented in the Workshop mould help them in their

instruction in metrics next year (question 1). Appar-

ently those 13 per cent who did not respond felt that

metrics information was not applicable to them. Eighty

Per cent felt more confident in the teaching of metrics

and 60 per cent of the staff would be willing to pursue

additional in-depth metrics workshops.

The most valuable parts of the workshop were listed

in the evaluation questionnaire:

1. Dr. Thompson's presentations and activities.

2. Demonstrations of relevant metrics games and

activities.

Experiments in estimating in metric-

The fil- strip was mentioned most often as being the least

valuable portion of the Workshop.

Examples of comments made to Improve the Workshop

included the following:

1. Morkshop should be conducted at thebeginning

57
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of the year.

2. Workshop shoUld be held on a diffe.ent day from

the regularly scheduled staff Meeting day.

Len th of time of the Workshop should be

extended.

Need for additional reading ma e -al on metrics

was expressed,.

Need for homework type exercises which could be

checked and discu sed the following week was

expressed.

Evaluatio o he Consultants

Dr. Frances Thompson and Miss Betty Roe proved to be

excellent resource persons and consultants. Dr. Thompson

was more than generous with both her time and knowledge

in planning and instituting the Workshop, and she went

beyond the call of duty, even in the providing of materia

for which she received no compensation. She worked

extremely well In providing the leadership for East Central

teachers in thIs Workshop. Two teachers responded in the

questionnaire that tha most valuable aspects of the Work-

shop were Dr. Thompon's lectures and demonstrations.

Roe, who led only one session, present-d her
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material well and was very enthusiastic in her presents-

tion. She was most empa-hetic with the teachers since

she h reself was drawing up a one quarter course in

metrics for hi h.school students. The unfortunate aspect

f her session was that teachers did not have time to

complete and check their worksheets on linear measurement.

It sh-uld be noted that a formal evaluation of the

consultants by the teachers was not made; nevertheles-

it was obvious to the principal that their presentations

exceeded all of his expectations.

Evaluation of Audio-v

Two audiovisuais, a 16mm fIlm and a color sound

filmstrip with cassette, were -provided for use by Dr.

Thompson. The 16mm film, produced by AIMS A_Metric

America is an outstanding film which could be used to

introduce to almost any group the reasons why America

needs to convert to metrics. The film also provides a

good background -f basic met ._c information. Teachers

expressed pleasure in viewing this films and they

discussed With the consultant how they could obtain the

film for use in their own classes. This film is recom-

mended for any group studying the metric system, above

the primary ,level.



The color sound filmstrip with cassette,
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Louia_LaGrapge, gave some histo ical background of the

metric founders; however, no one was very enthusiastic

about the filmstrip. Some teachers remarked in their

evaluation6 that this film trip was the least valuable

part of the entire Metrics Workshop. It is the partic-

ipant's_opinion that the f imstrip probably should have

been omitted entirely.

There are several excellent sound filmstrips avail-

able. Dr. Catherine M. Maney, a Nova Ed.D. graduate

(Boston Cluster) evaluated a wide variety of audio-visuals

in her Maxi II practicum report,25 She listed aa excellent

the following sound filmstrips with cassettes:

Title

Let's Co Metric

Meter, Liter, and Gram
Fun

Think Metric

Metric Delight
Stories to help You

Think Metric
The Adventures.of Mr.

Windbag in Metricland

Publishe Crade(s)

Cambr dge Book Co. (NY
Times)

C. W. Clark, Inc.
Educational Produc

Inc.
Math-Master

Math-Master'

Educational Products,
Inc.

25Catherine M. Maney0 Effort Produce a Recommendod

st.of Elementasy_MtLELLateriaI UnpUblished Fractic n

_port NoVa-Univeraity-,- 1-975
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This information from Dr. Maney reached the pa _cipant

too late for consideratim in planning; however- plans

at East Central include purchasing one or two sets of

these sound filmstrips a money permits.

CONCLUSION

This Nova participant found the East Central

Elementary School M tries Workshop to be a significant

and worthwhile endeavor to present the basic content

of the metric systent and some examples of teaching

strategies to the school's staff. At a time when the

importance for all Americans both adults and children,

to learn the metric system cannot be overestimated,

East Central's staff should be better able to serve its

student body.

The Workshop resulted in the purchase of needed

metrics materials the instruction of teachers in melrlcs

and could possibly result in encouraging other system

schools to begin to "THINK METRIC." While the needs of

other schools and s hool districts might be somewhat

different from East Central's, the Metrics Workshop

Model could serve as a guideline for other schools in

the preparation of their staffs. Failure of schoo
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to p epare teachers to give adequate metrics jnstrUCtCfl

is a great disservice to America's students as well as

her teachers.

T ON THF, BANDWA ON AMERIcAl THIN -TRIC
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Alnimaxa A

EAST CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

METRIC SYSTEM SURVEY

h w long hem it bean Since you had a couras in the tuechInK of
thematic*?

1-3 year.
4-6 years

lam utary

7.40 years
Mora than 0 years

2. have you attended any mathematics workshop. within the past five y- 7

'No

If yes, did the content of the workshop deal at all 'I-h the teaching
of metrics?

Yes

Comments

Yes

Have you done any recent independent professional reading on the metrIc
system or the teaching of the metric system?

Comments

Yes

4. Do you teach the metric system as a se f-contained unit of study or do you
teach the metric system as an on-going topic throughout the year

_

Comments

Do you think that the metric system could be taught in conjunction with
other subject areas besides math and,science?

Self-contained unit On-going topic N/A

Comment

Yes No N/A

6. Do you feel confident that your knowledg the metric system is adequate to
instruct students in the application ind use of the metric system?

Comments

Yes No N/A

7. Do you feel that a series of inservice programs on the content and teaching
strategies of the metric systemwould make you feel more confident &n your
ability to teach the metric system?

Comments

Yeti
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APPENDIX 13

Ontcs i4 of Mc 1inttcb tatel
it ot 1epretntat

)0.C. 2051

March 100 1976

R. Ellis Dunbar, 'ncipal

East Central Elementary School
Rome, Georgia $0161

Dear Mr. Dunbar:

51i
commmal

Ansi= senvices

suncomorium
MARCH AND DavikoP

rAromm AND
wrAATgale AND cRnICAL

MATERIALS

Thank you for your letter requesting information on the metric

system. I was able to obtain information from the Library of Con-

gress which I hope you will iind useful.

Thank yoU again for writing and your kind offer to visit your

new school is appreciated.

LPM/rm
Enclosure

6 4
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APPENDIX C

THE LIBRARY OF CON RESS

Congressional Research StrVke

METRIC SYSTEM

Enclosed are several publications relating to the me ric system

and to the controversy over the adoption of the system by the United Sta es.

The question of metric conversion has been before the Congress numerous

times and is a subject of widespread interest among scientists, businessmen,

educe ors, and the general public. The enclosed materlals review the history

of the system and past efforts at metrication; they elm provide tables,

graphs and charts which illustrate the use of metric Units and give con-

version factors.

Additional information may be.found in the rces cited in some

of the enclosed publications, and also in current periodicals. The

'Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature," available In ical librar es,

is a good source for identifying recent articles under the heading,

'Metric System."

,

6 5

Congresslcnal Reference
Oivision
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APPENDIX

LiST OF METRIC TEACHING MATERIALS AVAILABLE
IN EAST CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND ROME CITY SCHOOLS MATERIALS CENTER

East Central Elementary School

Charts

The Metric Syetem, Deneville, New York: Instructor Publica

Inc., 1976.

D!plicatin Easters

Nichols, Eugene D., et. al., Metrication Masters, New York:
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1974.

Quantity

Ins- uctional Supplies

Item

0 ters

2

1

2

2

1

1

1.

1

2

Vertical Metric Tapes

Think Metric Personal Scale

Simple Scales

Metric Stacking Masses

Graduated Liter Pitchers

Wooden Centimetsr Rulers

Trundle Wheel

Bar Mass Set

Maple Meter Rulers Box of 12)

Balance Scale

Individual Student Celsius The
(2 boxes of 10 each)

Celsius Lab Thermometer
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Painphleta

4eier, , Claire R. Hetric S: stem of Wei-hta an
Ilnite4 Stases Conyersion Washington, D. C.
rntng Offiee , 1976.

V. S. Department of COMM re
Spoteps Washington, D. C, :
1972.

asures:

S. Government

Brief jIiator t Measu met
S. Government Printing Office,

Student Books

lehrems. Junt, True Book of _Metric_ Measurement, Children's

Preas 1973,

lranley. Franklyn E. Meatture WIth Metric,- Crowell, 1974.

-------------, Think _Metric, Crowell 1972.

'reacher Resource Books

litter, Cary G., et al. , Activities handbook for Teachin
the Metric System, Boston : Allyn and Bacon, 1976.

Eaugasrd, Jainell C., et, al., Fun and Ganieeith

Inglewood Caif felt Prentice-Eall 1974.

_Metr_U_ Sysretn (.4014ent look) Teacher's

Idirion., Memlo Park, California: Addison Wesley Publishing

Company, 1974.

Trueblood, Cecil R., Metric Measurements: Activities and

lullerin Boards Danaville, New York: Instructor Publics ons
. Inc., 1973

11. S. Department of Commerce, 1,11(1 . Interim
apsa. ,_.-EggAtis:s, Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government
lrinting Office, 1971.

otme C

1

hoole ?4aterials Center

lsstrips end_ Teaching Info --a tion

Clearvwel Inc. En -h o He i ? That is tba Oueation.
44ourici filmsrripi with castle _es.
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Bncycloped a Britani ica Educational Corporation, Measuring,
5 filostripa.

Singer/SVB, Beginning Metric Neasur ment. S f I =trips with
charts and additional- teaching nateriais.

.6 8
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APPENDIX E

Metrics Work hop
East Central Elenentary School

Wednesda- April 7, 1976

Session 1: Summary

Ellis Dunbar, Leader

Pre-test administered to staff members (see Appendix

0 lentation to the Ketrics Workshop.

.1. 1:Imposes of Workshop

-2. :Announcement of cons-.1- n:s: Dr. Frances Thompson

ard Miss Betty Roe

Dates and tentative content ror each Workshop

progr m

4aking plans for ---metric curriculum for the 6-

1977 school year

C. A brief history of the metric system's development;

America's conversion to metrics, "how and "when?".

Advantages and disadvantages of America's oonverson

to metrics.
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Metrics Workshop
East Central Elementary School

Wednesday, April 141 1976

Session 1: Slimmary

Ellis Dunb:x Leader

A. Eye_Gate filmstrip entitled Joseph_Louis_LaGrange.

LaGrange,along with Gabriel Mouton, is credited

with establishing the metric system. 71strip

provided by Dr. Frances ThtiMp4b6,.tetric's consultant.'

16mm film, A_Metric_America, produced by-AIMS,

explores the reasons for America's need to convert

to the metric system. The film also obtained from

Dr. Thompson, is a well done animated production

which is recommended for showing to any group trying

to Understand the background and need for Ame'ica's

convosion to metrics. This film is a "must" for

any metrics workshop.

Brief d17cussion of two fIlms.
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Metrics Workshop
East Central Elementary School

Wednesday, April 21, 1976

Session Summary

Miss Betty Roe, Leader

A. Lecture

1. Uses of metric measure-ent in industry, the home,

the school, and on the road

2. Metric prefixes

Discussion of hanclouL enti 1 d, AllYou Will_ Need

to Know About Metrics

4. Linear measurement

B. Completion of varied worksheets and activitles

provided by Miss Roe on linear measurement (see

Appendix J, Section IV, for copies of these activities)

1. "Estima ion and Measure"

2. "Linear Measurement"

3 Metric Measurements'

4. Meter Airport"

5. "Ruler Master and Metric PrefIxes

6. "Millimeter Horse Race"

NOTE: Some worksheets were not completed during the
session because of limited time Teachers took these
items home to complete.

7 1
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Me ries. Workshop
East Central Elementary School

Wednesday, Kay 5, 1976

EV.1ELI-TLL-2E-n=

D . Frances Thompson, Leader

A. Lecture on mass ( e_ -ht), volume (dapac y ), and

temperature.

NOTE: Dr. Thompson theorizes that the best approach
to teaching metrics is through the "hands-on" approach;
therefore, her lecture remarks were brief. Most of
the one and one,half hour session was devoted to activ-
ities aimed at permitting teachers to pursue measurement
activities in groups.

B. "Hands-on" actities. This session was attended by

approximately 20 teachers and student teachers.

Duringithe activIty period, teachers were divided into

five groups or rour each. Each group spend approxi-

mately ten minutes working toge her to ,perform the

activities described below (see Appendix J, Section

.IV, for -copies of the activities):

1. Station 1- Discovering Three important Tempera-

tures; Using Celsius Thermometer

2. Station 2Est1mating and Finding Volume (Capacity)

Station 3--Volume Activity

Station. 4,,Guess the Hass Weight)

72
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Sessi n XV (continued)

5 Station 5--A Doliarts Worth of .Change (Mass)

Announcement made by Dr. Thompson and Principal

Dunbar that National Metric Week would be May 10-14

1976 Several teachers made bulletin boards and

ball displays alluding to National Metric Week.

7 3
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----- reinforce the sessions and (2) to present several

teaching ideas and games that could be easily -

adapted to classroom use. Each teacher was given m

a copy of all the games and ideas for her own use

Discussion of information contained in Allene

Wakefield's e Information, Activities and

Resources on t e Metric System" (see Model, Section

IV, Appendix 47).
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Metrics Workshop
East Central Elementary School

Wednesday, May 19, 1976

§_ejLq112rimmar-

Ellis Dunbar; Leader

Pos. test. The same test was used for both the pre-

and the post-te t. It seemed important that teachers

not feel any pressure or strain in taking a post-test

such as this one. Teachers were told that their

scores would remain confidential to allay any indi-

vidual's fear of possible embarrassment.

Evaluation. A summative evaluation quest onnaire

composed by Principal Dunbar was administered to all

teachers and student teachers who had been present

for all Workshop s;ssions. Teachers were assured

anonymity as they completed the questionnaire in

order to get as true a picture as possible of their

feelings about the Workshop.

Principal's statement of app e iation to faculty.

Principal Dunbar delivered a statement of appreciation

to all staff members in which he thanked them for

their cooperation and enthusiasm displayed during the
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Workshop. He informed st ff members that lette__

of appreciation would be sent to Superintendent

Laseter, Dr. Thompson, and MI s Roe.
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APPZUDIX G

FAST CENTRAL LMEARY SCWIL
1502 Dorm AWEV2

Row Georgia 30161

CS MSIUP

EVALUATION

Will the knformtion and ideas you received from the Yetrics
Workshop help you in your plan to.teach metrics next yex%

Will yeo be encouraged to read mere professionally the

.area of metrics as a result of the *trios Workshop?

Do you feel More confident about teaching-metrics as a
result of the Metrics Workshop?

trero the presentations related to the fetric

effective? (film, filmstrip, 1ectm O, hall& on icivites,
and dmonstrations)

uld you be willipg toAntend a more thclepth 141tacs
kshop at Berry College or elsewhere as a result Of YoUr
troduction to metrics at oui- school?

tiat aspect of the Metrics Workshop was

'Cat of the Metrics Wo kshop

tions c.

s ono?
organize a workshop).

e for improving a *Vacs Wrksh
event another school watmod

7 9
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APPE D X 1i

EAST CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
A Wig CrIN ICOL

June 6, 1976

Mr. Jesse C. La eter , Superintendent
Rome City Schools
307 EatO Third Avenue
ROM4, Georgie 30161

TELEPHONE (404) 232.8310

ROME, GEORGIA 30161

Dear Mr. Laseter:

I want Lb thank you for your financial support for
the consultant's fees for East Central's Metrics Workshop,
which was completed during the latter part of May. As a
result of the Workshop, I prepared a model for a metrics
workshop for distribution to other schools and school
systems that might be interested. I also have in my pos-
session a vast amount of metrics materials that might be
of value to other schools thatare planning to teach
metrics in the near futur

My personal feelings and the evaluations of the staff
members seem to indicate that ;the Workshop W48 a success.
Thank you for your approval 01111 financial assistance for
this Workshop.

Sincerely,

aee
R. Ellis
Principal

bar

N. ELLIS DUNBAR

PRINCIPAL
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EAST CENTRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

TELEPHONE (404) 232.8310

ROME., GEORGIA 30161

JESSE C LASETER, SUPERINTENDENT

ROY E GOOLSBY. ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

1976

Dr. Frances Thompson, Math Consultant
Northu,est Georgia CESA

Fish Creek School
Rockmart, Georgia

Dear Frances:

Permit me to thank you for your help in the planning
and instituting of our Metrics Workshop for the Eaat
Central faculty. It is my distinct impression from the
evaluation reports and from comments during our summary
session on May lq that the Workshop was a socceas in
almost every way,

I want to wish you my very best as you assume your
new position in Waycross later this year. I will look
forward to visiting you when we are in your area of the
state.

job.
Thanks again for everyth ng. You did r magnificent

Sincerely,

R. Ellis Dunbar
Principal

R. ELLIS DUNBAR
PRINCIPAL
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APPENDIX

A MODEL FOR PMNNINC AN INTRODUCTORY METRICS

WORKSHOP FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS

Develo-d by

Robert Ellis Dunbar, Principal
East Central Elementary School

1502 Dean Avenue
Rome, Georgia 30141

for

Nat onal Ea.D. Program
Nova University

3301 College Aver
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314
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TA4E- pF

Page

Organizational stepa In setting uP a metrics
Inservice program for elementary teachers . a

List of basic metrics measurement materials
recommended in order to carry out inservice
prope,ms a

III. List of metrics consultants available to
conduct metrics inservice workshops . 0 a . 0 . 6

IV. Samples of suggested teaching learning activi 7

V. Selected me reading materials . 0 ! a a 42
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ICA E FO

Althour to some it may seem strange,
But not ling stays the same but changet
And so the pendulum now swings
About the way we measure things,
And now the tnches, yards and feet
Give way to things with metric beat,
And ounces, pints, gallons and quarts
Are measurements of liter sortt.
And no more think in terms of mil
Now kilometers are in style.
And when we think of melt or fre ze,
'Tis not in Fahrenheit but C's.
Let's greet the news without ambivalence
And check thir tablc for equivalents.

*"Metgrs, Lltors, ome to Canada," Rome_News-Tribune, May

18 1974 5D.

8 4
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A MODEL FOR PLANNING AN INTRODUCTORY METRTGS

WORKSHOP FOR ELEYENTARY TEACHERS

agAnlyi. ipnal sp &nsjin Liza metrics Inse.rvtce
mgram for elemsltaur teachers

A. Identify the need for a metrics workshop in the local
school using faculty input. Need can be identified
through faculty surveys, conferences between staff
members and principal, and informal discussions.
Without faculty support for such a workshop, the
workshop would not be as productive or successful.

B. Secure school system approval from appropriate
personnel. Inquire as to monies available to fund
any workshops held in local schools.

Give consideration to amount of money available from
school Pnd/or school system to fx.ld workshop. Money
must be available to purchase basic metrics measure-
- t materials and to provide for consultant fees.

D. Obtain qualIfIed personnel to conduct workshop
sessions. Faculty members of other local schools
may be sufficiently informed in metrics to conduct
portions of the workshop. Consultants who are more
knowledgeable in suggestions for teaching strategies
and activities should be called upon for their
expertise.

Organize a planning session with consultant to
outline workshop sessions.
1. determine number of sessions
2. determine content of each session
3. determine who will lead each.session
4. determine dates and time most suitable
5. determine evaluation methods to be used

Orde_ necessary metrics measurement materials needed
in order to carry out insorvice activities. See
Section II. List of Basic Metric Measurement
Materials.)

Establish workshop agendas. De ermine what portion

of each session will be devoted to brief lecture and
what portion will be devoted to "blr-11-cn" activities

8 5
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in which teachers actually work with measuring objects.

Sessions should last no more than one hour. Listed

below are suggested agendas for four sessions.

1. Session 1--Introduction and orientation to metrics,
including history of metric system, need for
America's conversion to metric system. Introductory

film on metrics, such as ADS' A MetricAmerica.

Session 2Lecture and hands-on activities in linear
and weight measures. In accordance with accepted
teaching strategies in metrics, strong emphasis
.should be placed on hands-on activities. Teachers

should "discover" relationships between metric

multiples and sub-multiples. Number of different
activities to be carried on simultaneously depends
upon number of teachers involved in workshos.

Suggestions for teaching/learning activities may
be found in Section IV. Samples of Suggested

Teaching/Learning Aetivitiec-

Session 3Lecture and hands-on activi ies in
volume and temperature mnP.sures, again with strong
emphasis on games and !laads-on activities.

Session 4Summary of teaching strategies for
instructing elementary iden trice.

Examples of games which can be . in the class-

room to motivate students to learn metrics. All

activities included in the Model Section IV can
be used in introducing the metric system to
elementary teachers. The same activities can be
adaptedaccording to the needs and grade levels of
the students for use in the classroom in instruc-
ting students in introductory metrics.
Optional--post-testing (see Section IV).

Evaluation of sessions. A key aspect in completion of

workshops is permitting participants to evaluate the
sions for the purpose of making suggestions to work7

shop leaders and consultants. A faculty evaluation
survey will indicate the st-ong and weak points of the

workshop, while the post-test will indicate knowledge

of content.

Determination by participants of need for additional

workshops. Teachers may indicate need for certain types
of activiti s or teaching suggestions.

2

8 6



Distribute Metrics Bibliography for sources of
independent professional reading. (See Section

V. List of Selectel Metric Reading Materials.
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II. List of basic metrics measurement matertals racommenL.
_

o_ er to carry out inervice progTams.

The following is a 116t of basic metric measurement terials

which could be considered essential for institutionalizing a
metrics workshop in linear, weight, volume, and teuperature.
A suggested Company and price for ordering each are Listed.

A. Creative Publications, P.O. Box 10328, Palo Alto,

California 94303

quantity Item Each Total_Price

2 Vert cal Metric Tares 3.50 7.00

(Box of 10)

Think Metric Personal
Scale 14.00 14.00

2 Simple Scales 9.00 18.00

Metric Plastic Stacking
Masses 4.00

2 Graduated Liter Pitchers 4.50 9.00

5.50 11.00

8.00

Wooden Centi eter Rulers

(Box of 12)

Trundle Wheel 10.00

Bar Mass Set 12.75

Maple Meter ?ulers 8 80

(Box of 12)

Balance Scale

(w/masses)

B. ABC School Supply, 437 Armour Circle, N.E., Atlanta,
Georgia 30324

10.00

1?.75

8.80

27.50 2?.50

'ntity Item Each Total Price

Individual Student Celsius
Thermometers (Box of 10 ) 6.00 12.00

8 8

4
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Path Paste P.O. Box 191, Big Spring, Texas 79720

qyantity Item Each T tal PrIce

Celsius Lab Thermom ter 3.50 3.50
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List of metrics consultants available to conduct metrics

inservice workshul.

A. Dr. Frances Thompson
Northwest Georgia CESA
Fish Creek School
Rockmart, Georgia

B. Miss Betty Roe, Math Department
West Rome High School
Redmond Circle
Rome, Georgia 30161

C. -Dr. Robert Catanzano, Math Department
Berry College
Mount Berry, Georgia 3

D. Mrs: Clare Nesmith
Math Consultant
Georgia Department of Education
State Office Building
Atlanta, Georgia 30334

Miss Catherine Draper
Math Consultant
Georgia Department of Education
State Office Building
Atlanta, Georgia 30334

F. Mrs. JoYce White
Math Supervisor
Cobb County Pubilo Schools
Waddell Street
Marietta, Georgia 30060

9 0
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Iv. law of qumpted teach

A eral Reference Materta

1 You Will Need to Know About Metric_ - _

,v7Informatig1, Activities, and Resources on the
MetrIc System, by Allene D. Wakefield
Rulr-, Master and Metric Prefixes

Metric Reference Chart

ng Activiti

_1. eight Activities
2. temperature Activities

olume Activities3-
4. :1111ink Metric Linear --Clas srooni Activity
5. '1Think Metric Volume --Classro- Activity
6. Think Metric Weight --Classroom Activity
7. Estimation and Measurement
B. Linear Measurement
9. Metric Measurements (Linear)

10. Millimeter Horse Race (Linear
11. Meter Airport (Linear)
12. Happy Equivalents Linear)

C. Metric Game Activities

Metric Concentration
trio Wheel

3. Spin-a-Meter
4. Spin-a-I00 cm Train
5. The Car Race! A Metric aMe by E_isabeth Hallamore
6. Meters for Kilometers! A Metric Came with Cards by

Elisabeth Hallamore
7. Linus' Lines. A Meusuring Game in
8. Metric Songs

D. Metiic System Po- -Test

91



trAllii k7IB1J EOM [Men ta/ Ei311101110 Meet 011110211TE

(Far Yam Everyday Life)

Metric is based on Decimal system
The metric system is simple to learn. For use in your everyday life you
will need In know only ten units. You will also need to get used to a

w new temperatures. Of course, there are other units which most
persons will not need to learn. There are even some metric units with
which you are already familiar: those for time and electricity are the
ame as you use now.

arm( 011115 comparative siit'c arc _ shown)

METER:

TITER:

GRAM:

a utile longer than a yard lahoirt 1.1 yards'

a little larger than a quart whew! 1 Oil quarto

about the weight of papr (hp

1 METER

25 DEGREES FAHRE

COMMON PREFIX(S
tin he uked with basic units)

nne-thousandth (0.001)
renti: nne.hunriredth (0 01)
Kilo: onelhousand lieriec (1000)

101

mple:
millimeters = 1 meter

tOO (..ritimeterS= 1 meler
11(00 meters = 1 kilOmeter

HER COA,A.MONLY USED UNITS

1 YARD

l meter diameter of paper clip wire
.11.-neter: 11 01 mett.t width Of a paper clw (ahOut 0.4 inch)

Istlometer: 1000 meters further than V2 mile iaboui of, mile;
kilogram: 10011 grams a little more than 2 pounds /about 2.2 poonrisi
Milliliter: ii.00.7 liter five of them make a teaspoon

21 DEGREES

USEFUL UNITS

Hectare: atsoti, 2', acres
Tonne; d:iout one ton

TE%tE
114 CI-kICS are used

*
40 20 70

).7.

.r
40 0 32

wa!er freeres

6(s 80 100

80 .98.6 160

body tempodiure
212

water holt%

1 KILOGRAM

For more ;nformation, write Midric lr,formation Office, National Bureau of Standards
WashingIon, D.C. 20234

It

9 2

1 POUND



SOME INFORMATION ACTIVIT7. 9 AND RE

ON THE METRIC aYSTEM

BY1 ALLENE P. WAKEFIELD

Gener I inform tion.

A. So 0 basic principles of measurcm nts

1. Measurement is a comparis n.
2. Measurements are approximate.

3. The measuring unit must be of

the same nature as the obje&
being measured (e.g., we do
not weigh the distance from

here to Atlanta.)

4. When we wish to make more
precise measurements, we
subdivide the unit. Some-

times the subdivisions are
given names, and become units-.

gallon is a (7uart

This is especially true ir

the metric system. (1/100

liter 1 centiliter)

B. The metric systam.

1. Basic units.

a. Length meter (m

b. )4/eight : gram (g)

c. Volume liter (L

2. Greek prefixes indicate multiples

Latin prefixes denote subdivisions.

These are basic;

a. deci 1/10 .1 (d)

b. centi 1/100 .01 (e)

C. milli -1/1000 .001 (m)

d. deka - 10 (dk)

e. hecto - 100 (h)
f. kilo - 1000 (k)

9 3



For yor informa,don, ethe a

g. mega - 1,000,000 (M)

h. giva - 1,000,000,000 (G)
i. tera 1,000,000,000,000 (T)

Ad .

j. micro 1/.1,000,000 (m)
k. nano - 1/1,000,000,000 (n)
1. pica - 1/1,000,000,000 000 (13)

all

Do not stress convers on from the English System
to the metric system. Rather, help the children
estimate in ceAch system. They shr)uld realize
that a meter iL close to a yarc4 their little
finger is about one cm w lo, etc.

Depending on the child ra e level and ablity,
exercises like the following could he given:

w 1000 meters.
1 hectometer 0, meters.- _

1 = 10 metors.
1/10 meter =
1

100 grams

345 cm me
847.92 m

2.006 lite

.01 I

+ cm
hm + km 4- m--

4- dm --liters 4- ml

E. Cuisenaire rod are based on the metric
If children are familiar with the rods, t
rods are useful for the introduoitm of
system.. The white rod is 'one centimet. r in length
and one cubic centimeter in voIumc. The orange
rod is ten centime -ru or ono decimeter in length.

XI. Some Activities.

A. Princi21e.

Activities can be used to dnvelop and/or
reinforce lesson.

Activ1tie

1. Let students work ningly or
out the personal dtu sheet.

10
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Na

NAL ET

Late_

1. Ago: years

2. Height:

3. Wolght:

4. Waist:

Chest:

span:

ft.

montha

in. or OT

or

or

Reach: i or

8. Paco:

g. Length of 411007

*

-

2. Graph colloctiona oC v
Ronal cLiLa from above.

Fxamples-

a. Y.1,11.ic 1 graph
i,ihr in cm.

rudonts work in pairr
st-ring to represent various perooal
measmcmoncg. String can be taped
on chalkboard or glued to poster-
board to form a number of different
bar graphs. Strings can be me4sured
in centimeters,

0. Lot each child cut a strip of paper
as long as his stride. Use these
strips to measure the classroom.
Male a graph of paper strips. Record
length of class ()cm in strides bemeath
each stride.
Have a group of students -easur- out a
distance of 50( ) meters. Time students
as they run it. Record results on a
graph or,chart.

g

cm

rn

cm

cm

1.ems of per-

fCreate a metric center. Collect objects Cgrn.

monly measured in metric units (16mm film,
foreign road maps, cultured pear1n, military
shell casings, snow skis, etc.) Collect ob-
jects !oath Znglish and metric label measure-

ments. (1 box soda cradkere 196 grams. 1

bottle vineaer 355 cc, etc.) 11



8 6

4. Meanure varioun ohnctn in tho room in

metric unit.a. iLcord.

5. Una adding machine tape to make' a 2-motor
eLrip to measure their hoights. Mark it

off in centimeters.

6. Use 2 paper plates, a coat hanger and
string to malca a balance. Weigh various

objects: pencil, key, etc. *1 paperclip
weighs approx. I gram. Use groups of
paperclips to balance other objects.

7. Use pictures from Sears other) cata-

logs to make job cards.

Examples:

a. Picture of toy train set.
Activity: Use string to measure the
track. Then measure your string in
centimeters. (and/or decimeters and
centimoL2rs)
Pictures of people - dif er nt sizes
Activity: measure the people in cen-
timeters, compare their sizes.

c. Let children cut out pictures of
various objects as they desire. Then

let them measure the pictures. Arrange
them on construction paper according
to size. Write their heights.

d. Teacher gives a list of 5 definite m
surememts. Children search catalogs
for pictures of objects that are as
tall ea the given measure.

e. s enjoy Barbie dolls.

a. measure Barbie in centimeters: he ght,
weight, waist, feet, wrist, etc.
Measure her shoes, comb, etc.
make a skirt (etc.) for Barbie. (Teacher,

please give skirt measurements in centi-

meters. They car make a maxi and/or mini.
Younger children do rot have to put in
a hem. Older girls (6th grade up) should
be given hem measurements in centimeters.)

9 6
12
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Make a Chinese Tanqram Puzzle. Make each
aide 0.1 meter. (or 1 decimeter or 10 centi-
metera which are allAthe name, of course.)

/0 C-in.

ene

Cut out your drawing.

a. Rearrange pieces
to make a square.

b. Make a figure like
the telephone.
What oleo can you
make? (See tangram
puzzle, books, cards,
etc.)

Use paper that is marked
off in one centimeter
squares. Draw and cut
out this design, Fold it
on the dotted lines and
use a little tape to help
you make a box.

cubic centimeter in size.

Make a similar pattern for a box that
is two centimeters on each side.

(1) How many one centimeter cubes
will it hold?

(2) What happens to the volume
when the length of a side
doubles? ;

See if you can predict how
many mone"cm cubes" can fit
into a box that is 3 cm on
each side. Make a 3 cm cube.
See if you were right.

b. Make a 10 cm cube.

(1) How many 1 cm cubes will fit into
it?

(2) This is I liter. Make cubesAe
etieW 1 centiliter. 1 deciliter,
1 dekaliter, etc. Put them on
a poster, or get a branch of a
tress and from it hang these metric
units, oive it a names Liter tree
Morry Metric Tree, or ono of your

97



11. Prw.dide toriA
a real one or a
measurements in th ,i±ric nyst m.

re model. Give
8

12. Make use of nt ing to nhow a delnmeter, ( and

perhaps a hectomet er and A 1 ilemeter. ) Have

children measure and mark off each meter with

a felt tip pen. They can use the utring to

measure and mark off the school corridor. the

perimeter of the school yard, etc. They will

get some fool for the various measures.

b.

c.

?crhap children c_ ld put nirnn ir the
corridor mnrkirg otf each dekamotor.
A. 100 motor wnlk (danh) coUld he not Up.
Children could comae thee nivber of tImes

they must walk around'the perimeter of
the school yard to cover n kilomotcr.

13. Spoilsor a "Motri Day" or "M tric Week" at your

school. Require any mea uring activities to be

donn in metric units. Exam)les: Temperature

in Colcius degrees: recess relay races in metric

lenoLhs; pont nigns telling distances to "fins

Smith's Room" in metric units: use kilometers per

hour to give speed limits on school property
(walking (?) or driving)

Make R 1 CM cube ( ee ivity 10). If it were

filled with water, the wrLight of the water would

be one gram. Make a chart showing a deRagram,

hectogram, etc.

15. The volume of the white cuinenaire rod is one

cubic contimuter. Cubic centimeters in various

rods. One orange rod is 10 cc. What is the

volumo of 10 orange rods? gave them put LC*

orange rods side by side, and have them cover
the rods with white rods - Count how many. If

you stadeed 10 layers of 10 orange rods, how
many cubic contimetors wvuld you haVo, You

have 1,000. This in one lit r.

Loins Res Arms,

Addison
EcNogl
129,y-Atl

A.

B.

ley Publishing Company, Inc., James
Representative, 9 Dunwoody Park, Suite
ta, Georgia, 30341, (404) 394-7820).

Paper centimeter strips, color coded as
Cuisenaire Rods.
Success with Mathematics: .d1.1,22Actor

masters for instructional aids -_vol. 1.
Contains masters for L cm square graph
paper, centimeter and millimeter rule:m
and other non-mellaic activities.
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Metr A -coin ion, 2004 Ash Street, Waukegan,
Illinois, 60085.

Prom this non-profit organization you can
obtain for $3.00: one 20 cm plastic ruler;
two 1.5m plastic measuring tapes; two
copies of the booklet, Me!:ric Units_of
Measure; one workbook for students and
teachers Metric Supplement to_SO=ience and
Mathematice: one Gp METRIC bumper sticker;
one copy of the last newsletter; member-
Ship in the Metric Association which in-
cludes a subscription to the newsletter.

General Information about metrication! Super-
intendent of Documents, US Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C., 20402.

Metric Information Office, US Department of
Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Washing-
ton, D. C., 20234.

Midwest Publications Company, inc., Box 129,
Troy, Michigan, 48094.

A. I_'m_OK You're OK._ Go_Metric,
$3.25, Dr. Donald A. Buckeye. This
book is a set of activities to intro-
duce the metric system. Tho activities
are divided into fOur reading levels:
no read, low real, medium read, high
read. The activities can be torn out
and laminated; materials needed are
close to zero budget.

Tle Cooper Group7 Crescent, Lufkin, Weller,
P. 0, Box 720, Apex, North Carolina, 27502.

A. Tho_Amnzing_Stpry of Moasuroment. In
comic book format and put out by manu-
facturers of preciaion instruments, this
little booklet gives a concise and easy
to understand history of measurement.
Small quantities of tho book can be ob-
tained free of dharge. They usually
take a ,long time to-arrive, so order

clong before you need them.- They can
be a basis of a learning center.

pan the Measurer, Roy A. Gallant, 1972, Doubleday
and Company. Contains a history of measurement.
Suitable ae a library book for kipper grade students.
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PAGE 91 OF APPENDIX J HAS BEEN REMOVED
PRIOR TO BEING SHIPPED TO EDRS DUE

TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS
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MASS (WEIGHT ) ACTIVflIES

AcTIVITy_fll - Guess the Mass

Obj The teacher/ tudent should be able to accurately
guess the mass of several predetermined objects
and then check himself.

Problem: Estimate and then determine the mace of the
following objects

nickel
piece of chalk
ring
liter of w ter

paper clip
pound of meat

Materials: balance scale two, if possible)
items listed above
other items of interest to the participants

Dire t one; Estimate, then determine the mass in grams)

the aforementioned items.

AGTIV- 2 - A Dolla Worth of :Change

Obje The teacher/student should be able to find the
mass of objects accurately end to calculate
using metric measures.

Problem: Find the mass of a dollar's worth of pennies,
nickels, dimes, and quarters, and determine which
combination will have the greatest and least mass .

rials: balance scale
100 pennies
20 nickels
10 dimes
4 quarters

Directions: rind the mass of 100 pennies, the mass of 20
nickels, the mass of 10 dimes, and the mass of

4 quarters. Which combination of coins adding
up to $1.00 has the greatest mase,the least mass?

102
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WEIGHT ACTIVITIES

Objective: The purpose of these activities is to pt vide many
different experiences weighing both liquid and
solids. The teacher/studant will acquire skill in
measuring correctly various liquid and dry subotances
within 1 milliliter and 5 grams of accuracy.

ACtITY #1

Material ice

flour

eand

balance scale
water

various measurement contain
various nixing containers
plaster of parts

Di actions: Using metric measuring materiala and instruments, answer
the following:

1. A liter of ice cubes weigha

2. Allow the liter of ice cub40 to
the volume of water remaining
does the remaining water weigh?

me t. What is
How much

A 1 ter of unsifted flour weigh*?

4. How much does a liter of sifted flour weigh?:

5. How much (Wee a liter of unmixed plaster of paris
weigh?

6. Mix tha plaster with a liter of water. The volume
now is

Allow the mixture to dry for 24 hours. How much
does it w igh now?

. Weigh a liter of sand.

9. mix the mend with a liter of water. /t now
weighs

The volume

103
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ACT

& IGIfl ACTIVIT1 (Curmur)

can of fr

tangerine C or sub
scale

mcaauremcnt containe

t one! Using met i equipment enaver the follow n
questions:

1. Weigh the content of a can of fruit.

2. Separate the frutt from the juice. The volume
of the juice is

How much does just the fruit weigh?_

Add the fruit end juice together. What is the

volume nov,

914

5. Weigh a tangerine.

6. Weigh juei the skin.

7. Wow much does the fruit weigh?

04 How much dci the pits weigh? .

104
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_PERJtTURE ACTIVITI6

N41 The purpose of these activities is to provide
experiences in determining Celsiva temperature.
The teacher/student should be able to discover
three inportant temperature readings using the

Celsius thersometer.

Problem:

ACTIVITY 91

Materials:

Wing the Celsius thermometer and other provided
Materials, determine the boiling point of water,
the freezing point of water, and the current room

N teMperature

Water

backed Celsius laboratory thermome
electric coffee pot

rec ons: Osing metric measuring instrument, determine the
Celsius temperature at which water boils.

ACTIVITY 02

Materials:

Directions:

NOTE:

ACTIVITY 03___-------

Materials:

Di actions:

met I backed Celsius laboratory thermome
eontainer of crushed ice

Using metric measuring instrument, determine the
Celsius temperature at which water freezes.

Tc is virtually impossible to get Celsius
thermometer to record a freezing point of 0
Unless it stays in the container of ice for an
extended period, which in this case was not

desirable.

elsiva laboratory thermometer

Using metric measuring Instrument, Aetermine
the current room temperature.

105
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ACTIVITY' 11 -

Objective: The
and

Problem:

VOLUME ACT IVITIES

mating end Finding Vol a C pacity)

ach s udon
_n find the

96

should Lc abl to eatfmata
act volume o :everal containers.

Find tha capacity in liters and n1I1fltsrs of
each of the following contatners:

mustard jar
Instant coffee jar
32 on, Coke bottle
1 liter Coke bottle
8 oz. household gloss

2 liter pitchers
large jug
mustard jar
instant coffee jar
32 oz. Coke bot-le
1 liter Coke bottle
8 on household glass

Directions: Eatimate and then find the e- c
liters and milliliters of the a
containers.

Extension
Activity:

AçnyITy 12

Obj ect v

Proble :

capacity in
reuentioned

Ask teacher/student to es i- te the c pacity of an
automobile's gas tank, in liters.

The teacher tudent should be able to think in
liters and milliliters after participating in
this activity.

Giver three containers of water, one containing
800 milliliters, one containing 500 milliliters,
and one containing 300 milliliters, pour water
back and forth in these containers until one
container has 400 milliliters in it,

Materials: 3 containers of water properly marked in millil_

Directions: Using the provided containers of SOO, 504, and
0

300 milliliters of water, prepare ona comtainer from
these three that wilicontals exactly 400 aillLliters.
There can be to estimating.
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THINK METRIC

cla o

'Part Al Use 5our batarce scales

The weight (mas ) or two geni clips is

2. A nickel weighs

your penc

Weigh several
Item

7-r 1ters anc

Activity

probleris .

below:
3ight (Mass)

Part B: Work the thilowirig prob orn

1. Jane bought 2 kilog arn5 of candy. ob bought
candy. Who had more candy? -

2. Sally weighs 50 kilograms and is 105 centlrnetors tall, la sro f
thin, or about the right size?

Pert C: Choose the best unit of
each of these.

1. A bar of candy (1Cut bar)

2. A t1vercbllar

a %Your w ight

4. A largo book

5. A th rnb ta k

same

ht gram or- kilograrr) fer surlr

107
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THINK METRIC (linear),

Classroom Activity

Part A: Use your metric ler to do these prob ms

1. The length of wur pen i

2. The width of sour d sk cm 6. Length of this page cm

98.

5 Width of this p&ge cm

3. The height of your desk cm

4. The length of you ftoot cm

Part B; Solve the following problems:

7. Width,of wur thumb cm

O. Width of a coin cm

David is 120 contirnet rs tall, 1<a en's height is 110 centimeters, and
Eric's height is 105 centinnoter The total of tleir heights is
centimeters or meters.

The tallest known Oregon redwood tree is ap roximntely 1013 meters tall.
lf the average grewth of a redwood tree is about 2 meters per year,,
atout how old is thlr; tree? years

Part C; Choose the bebt metric unit or length (motor, centimeter,
imetor, , or hi lornote r) for rneasuriag each of the following items.

1 tirinth nf t ho

`.it%1 Lit rcr.lricc U

ct , Doi all tl Ocrian

4. Le of fai) I

Hoot or r tre

f pnper

(3. Length of et sho laco



THINK METRIC (Volume

Classroom Activity

Part A: Use your liter flask bo do these p blems.

. Which contains rrnre,a quart of water or a lite

2. About how many milliliters in a cup?
Then try it again for any size of paper cup.)

3. Take the cubic decirneter box and fill it with water. Pour carefully
into the liter flask. What do you observe? How Many milliliters did
tt hold?

99

(Li e an 8 oz cup)

4 How niany cubic corttirneters in a cubic deci eter?

5. What cb 3ou now know about a millilIter and a cubic cent er?

6. Weigh the liter flas r. Pour the water out and weigh the flask.
How much does the water weigh?

P rt B: t y rk the following.

Could you drink 250 ml of to thout pausing fo r breath? Try I

(Use a paper cup .)

2. Could you serve a paper c p of coke to each of six friends if you had
1 liter of co ke? Would there be some left?
About Now many rnilltItt

109
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ESTIMATI AND EnSURIMENT

Pint _ timate, then measure each of the fllowin
mearest centImetex.

the length of yoor desk top

2. the width of your desk top

the length of the sole of your shoe

the distance from your wrist to your elbow

the longest dietance you can make between
your thumb and little finger of one hand

the thickness of your desk top

7. the width of this paper

the length of your pencil or pen

the length of your left thumbnail

the length of your desk pencilholder

100

Hes

IL. First estimate, then measure each of -he following to the
nearest meter.

1, the length of the room

the width of the ro m

the height of the door

4, the length of the chalk board

110
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METRIC CAKE ACTIVITIES

TION 2-4 playa

Necessary materials; 24 catdboard cards

Label each card with one part of a pair of metric terms,
such as tvo cards woUld be labelled "kilometer" and two cards
labelled "decimeter." There will be 12 matched sets of metric
teras.

Directions: Shuffle cards and place them face down on
the table. Players turn up two cards at a time. If cards

laatch, player keeps cards and takes another turn. If cards
do not match, it is the, next player's turn. Play continues
until all cards have been matched. Player with most cards
wins.

Alternatives:, Cards could be labelled with 12 se4 of
metric equivalents, such as 10 cm and 1 dm. Cards could be
labelled with 12 este of matched metric prefix end decimal
equivalent eueb,es deci end .1.

METR C WHEEk(indiv dual activity)

Necessary materials circular piece of cardboard
10 wooden clothesp n*

Make up 10 pairs of equivalent metric measurements, such
as 100 cm and 1 m. Label the circular wheel with 10 metric

measurements. Label each clothespin with one of the matching

measurements. Turn wheel vier and record answers on the back.

Directions:. Children matCh equivalent metric measurements
by clippingclothespias on wheel in appropriate place. Check

answers on beck of card.

Al,ernativest Match abbreviations with metric terms
such as km for kilometer. Match metric prefix with decimal
equivalent, such AS coati and .01.

.d IV

)AI,.
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SPIN 7 A METER (2 pla s

Necessary materials: stick 1 meter long
strips of colored paper 1-10 cm 1

(or cuisenaire rods)
.spinner with all ten colors tepresented

on it

Directions: Player spins to see who goes f
who spins,the longest color goes first. Players
spinning and selecting strips of appropriate colo
placed in a train along the side of the meter sti
player to make the 1 m stick length wins.

SPIN - A - 100 CH TRAIN ( 2 players)

Necessary materials: neter stick
cuisenaire rods
centimeter rulers
spinner

Label the spinner from 1 cm to 10 cm.

The player
turn
Strips are
The first

Directions: Players spin to determine the length of
cuisenaire rods they will select. Using the centimeter rulers,
they measure to find a rod length to match the centimeter they
spinned. Players place rods on each side of the Oster Stick.
First player to reach 100 cm it: winner.
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THE OAR RACE1
A Marie Game by Elisabeth Hallamore

(in The Metric Book), Barron's Educational Series ,Inc.,1974)

Num of P a s: 2 to 4

Note: Each space on the track represents a 100 meter length.

How to Pla/:

1. Use 2 regular dice. Place a marker like chess pieces) on the starting
line for each player or driver.

2. Roll one of the dice to decide who starts first. The highest number goes
first, then next highest goes next, and so on.

3. The first driver rolls the dice, counts the spots on top and moves that
number of spaces.

4. The next driver continues in the same way, and so on.
5. If a player rolls a double, he moves that number of spaces arid takes

another turn.( For every double rolled, even if he does it several tim s
in a row, he gets another turn.)

6. Follow all the other directions on the race track.
7. The winner is the first ono to cross the finish line after tvuo laps have

been completed.

Destgn for the Ga eboa



METERS FOR KILOMET RSl
A Metric Game with Cards

( from The Metric Book by Elisabeth Hallamore
Barron's Educational Series Inc., 1974)

Nurnber of Players: 3 to 5

( For an alternate game, use
kilometers.) ( The alternate

ma end kilograms instead of meters and
a are shown tn parentheses below in the rules.)

Needed:
1. A dock of 62-cards cut fro 'light weight c dbord, P int 500 mete

on 7 cards, 1000 meters (g a on 2 cards, and ma ,co 10 eactl of 60 mob
(grams), 100 hietom (grams), 200 meters (grams) and 400 meters (gParns)

2. Print "Exchange for 1 knig(kg) on the remaining 3 cards 4

3. 16 additional cards of a different color. Label each "1 kilometer" (kg)k
4. 2 small trays (wu can make these by cutting the bottoms off milk cartons).

Rules;
1. Place the 16 cards labe led 1 km (kg ) tnore of the trays. Keep the

other tray for exchange cards,

2. The dealer shuffles the deck of 52 cards and dea s 5 cards one at a time
to each player.

3. Any player with an "Exchange for 1 km' (kg) card puts it in the exchange
tray. The dealer gives him in return a "1 km" (kg) card and the player
places this card face up in front of.him,

4. The dealer places the cards left' ove from the deal face down in a pile in
the center of the tebla. He turns the top card face up and places it beSido
the pile (discard pile),

5. The player to 'left ef the dealer begine the play. Ha may choose to p k
up either the top card on the pile or tho faco up card. His aim is to Make
some or all of his cards total 1000 m (g), If the player has 1000 m (g)
mrth of cards in his hand, he shows them tO the othor players for choCking.
Ho then places thorn in the exchange tray and picks up a 1 km (kg) car0*
The player places this card face up in front Of him, then discards one
card from his hand.

G. The player to the 1 ft then has his turn.

7. Play continues until one of the players has exchanged all h a cards for I ktrn(kg)
cards and the last card has been discarded fmm his hand. Then the go
is over.

B. The players w th cards left in their hands must deduct the number of meter's
(grams) they have from their kilometer (kilogram) cards, The playeP with
the most kilometore (kilograms) in front of him Is the winner4that is, the
one with the oreatoet renlaining number ofpOints) 1 17
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LINOS/ LIN-S
A Measuring Game in Metric Fun!

For 2 'to 4 players Nee : Centimeter rulers, pencils

Rules,';

1 Each player needs a game sheet and a rnetric ruler marked in centime
with millimeter divisions, A set of cards should be designed to suit the llevel
of the ix,4pils ar.e to use the cards,
2. To begin playing each player draws a card at random and the player
whose card states the greatest length is named.to be the first player.
3. Shuffle the deck. Start playing and rotate clockwise,
4. A play consists of drawing a card and constructing a segment equal in
length tp the length indicated on the card drawn. The first line segment
must start from the end of Linus' pointing finger, eping in any direction.
Secceseive segments conetrueted en each turn mest start at the end point
of the last segment constructed, going in any direction. The player keeps the
card unlese it is a "Linus Card". ( For small decks of less than 20 cards
return all cards to bottom of deck after each draw..)

***5. The object of the game is to end a negmont within circle 1 , then
continuing the segments, go te circle 2 to circle 3, and bo c rcle 4. The
first player to end in circle 4 wins the game,
6. A egment may net pass camalats.lx_thrat&-i any circle during the game
but segments may intersect, If a player feels that he cannot draw his segment'
anywhere without going threugh,a circle or going too far out of the way, he
may pass without drawing a segment.
7. When a Linus Card" Is drawn the player must ftllow the directions,
and then return the "Linus Card" to the deck

Su Make and Use:
Ap Include only lengths expr4sscd in ce timeters, and include some

"Linus Cards" with instruct ons s 'eh as "Go bo the next circle", "Start over
"Do what the last player did and take another turn", "Go to circle #2",
"'EstierAte the distance to the next circle, and if your estimate is correct tO
the nearest centimeter, go to the next circle", etc.

Deck 8; In lude only lengths expressed in millimeters, and include "UnuS
Ca-ds" as described above.

Deck 0; In lude some cards wh lengths expressed as centImeters and Some
mwmork.ropy06.

in millimeters. include some Linus Cards.

Deck 91 Include some cards with lengths expressed in centimeters
and deCtmeters. Include some Linus Cards.

CSRA OESA 2/4/74
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C SONGS

"The Cen imete Worm"
(to tune "Inchworm")

Hued ed Centimeters make a meter0
Hund ed Centimeters make a meter,
That's all you have on your metric-like mind,
Hundred Centimeters make a meter,
Hundreentimetere make a meter,
Why can't you understand?

Refrain:
Centimeter worm - centimeter worm,
Measuring the metric lines,
You and your measurements,
You'll probably go far:
Seems to ma you'd stop and see
How beautiful they ere.

"Join the Metr c System"
(to Pepsi-Cola tune)

Join the metr c system Use a meter, not a foot.
Do the metric system - A Was change is all It took.
All *cross the nation - It's the metric generation.
Here today and here to staylor measuring.
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TIlE Wilt1C SfliI

A POST TEST

.

NP1r4?

In what countr7 did the M:1(r.c Sy5t,T1 orAginale?

A- 1'he is the sthn4ard metric pmr,,'4we ;,Ar

3. The strridard ov

4. The J., Lo, .0;i0ljwd mas.

5. Temrrature In Iv Ne",14 iN WflASIJMI

(Fahrenheit, Co.qiivs).
I !ZreT4.,

6. In the Metric 1.tA.t is ',;r1tA LIcf tad t-

7.

(1, 10, 100,

A meter is the rt...ne es 7,

8.

9.

To mem= '::-k16..y.,;s a u d you wuld
the Metric (nwers,

A meta. is 4:N1r0F7. ii lenth to a .--- MIIC

10. A g is th 5.10e as ca, 1DO, ;.

11. A package c -l-r would be mr;asured in
System. (groms, iitevs, meters).

12, A 114er is nearest in volume to a

13. Which of the following would be appropriate for masariPg vanilj.! f7:71, :
a recipe? (Milligram, rIalimeters, mi) .ilters

. i0 C, 2i- 1Ge C),14. The boiling point on the Celsius scale is

1$. The Lormal body temperature on the Celsim scale is , C,

98* C ).

16. Match the following Metric System prerix.s with their me

milli

centi

doci

deca

hecto

kilo 122

A. ten

B. one hundr.,?.

C. one hurvimdth

D. one thousandth

E. one thousand

F. one tenth



V. SELECTED METRIC READING MATERIALS

Books
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Bitter, Gary G. ct. al., Activit1e flnndbook for Teaching_the
Metric System, Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1976,

Buckeye, Donald A., I'm OK. You're OK. Let's Go Metric, Troy,
Michigan: Midwest Publications Company, 1975.

The Cooper Group: Crescent Lufkin and Weller, The Ama_ n,
Story of Measurement. Apex North Carolina 27502.

Fillinger, Louis C., Learning andjeaching Metric Measurement:
A_HandhoOk_f9r.TPachers _in the ElemelltarY and Junior iligtOchoolL
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Frinters and Publishers, 1974,

Gallant, Roy A., Man The_Measnre, New York: Doubleday and Com-
pany, 1972.

Haugaard, James C. .al., Fun and Games With Mctrlcø, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Ball Lea-ming Sy,.. tIr, 1974.

Higgina, Jon L. (ed.), A_Metric Uandbook for Teachers, Reston,
Virgiiia: National Council of Teachers Of Mathematics, 1974.

Trueblook, Cecil R., Metric Measu ement. Activities anci_Bup,etin
Boardat Dalmille, New York: ,Instructor Publications, Inc. , 1973.

U. S. Department of Commerce U. S. Metric Study. interim Report 7
Education, Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1971.

MagazineArticles

Arith_etic Teacher, April, :973 issue.

Arithmet_ic Teacher, Mayl,4.?73 4asue.

Arithmetic Teacher October, 1975 1.88118.

Bright, George W. et. al., "Teaching nildren to ThInkHet
Today's Education, 62 April 1973, 16-19.

"Britain's Metric Woe
.geeort. SO, No. 190MA

c,11

Lessons for U. S., and World
10, 1976, 48.
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Chalyaky, Albert B. et. al., "Preparing the Educator to Go
Metric," Phf Delta KAppan, 57, No. 4, December, 1975,262-265.

Hawkins, Vincent J., "Teaching the Metric System as Par
Compulsory Conversion in the U.S.," Arithmetic _Teacher, May,
1973, 390-394,

Henry, Boyd et. al., "Not If, But How " Vthmetic_lmtsa
May, 1974, 366-369.

Hollerburg, Arthur E., "The Metric System: Past, Present, and
Future." Arithmetic Te cher April, 1973, 247-255.

Manchester, Harland, "Here Comes the Meter " Readeee Digestj.
April, 1972, 19.

Pamphlet (These pamphlets are available through the U. S. Govern7
ment Printing Office and U. S. Department of-Cominerce.)

D. S. Department of Commerce (National Bureau of Standards)
All To4 Will Need to Know About. *tries, Special Publication 10520
Washington, D. C. U. S. Government Printing Office, 1974.

U. S. Department of Commerce (National Bureau of Standardo),
Brief History_of_Measurement Systems With A_Chert ofthe Modernized
Metric_System, Washington, D. C.: U. S. GOvernment Printing Office,
1972.

U. S. Department of
Some References on
Government Printing

U. S. Department of
What About Metric?,
Office, 1973.

Commerce (National Bureau of Standards)
:etric Information, Washington D. C.: U. S.

Office, 1973.

Commerce (National Bureau of Standards),
Washington; D. C.: U. S. Government Printing

Geier, Claire R. Metric S stem
States Conversions Washington,
Congressional Service 1976.
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